
EMMERSON Athena

I’m the oldest of the late Ruby Emmerson 
nee Brown (Nanny Kui) and Alan Emmerson 
of Muriwai. 

With 20 years’ experience in Community 
Development, offering a wealth of 
knowledge, skill and experience to the future 
development of Ngai Tamanuhiri. Living in 
Muriwai, working with whanau, hapu, and the wider Turanga 
community through my mahi at Te Runanga o Turanganui 
a Kiwa, and governance roles with a number of community 
organisations, has enabled me to engage with the community, 
gaining insight to the issues, barriers and opportunities. 

Driven by observing my mother over decades of her 
commitment to our Iwi, marae and people has given me a 
desire to see our whanau succeed - I believe good stewardship; 
strong communication and advocacy are key to ensure Ngai 
Tamanuhiri achieves it’s social, economic, environmental and 
cultural objectives for the benefit of all Tamanuhiri people and 
therefore seek your support in this election.

NGARANGIOUE Angus

I would like the support of the whanau to 
maintain a kaitieki role on the Tutu Poroporo 
Trust. Institutional knowledge I have gathered 
over the years from past and current Trustees 
alongside governance roles on Pakowhai 
Incorporation, Maraetaha Incorporation and 
Muriwai Marae has been significant in the 
growth of my Trusteeship and financial literacy. 

Mana Moana is an area I am committed to the successful 
outcome of our Takutai Moana and Mataitai applications. 
A member of the Pakowhai and Maraetaha Incorporation 
committees that successfully purchased land in Te Muriwai on 
behalf of their shareholders. Reanga Hau an initiative I support 
which will create a united iwi entity and build our capacity to 
advance any future collective commercial opportunities we 
may contemplate. Finally, the Trust Deed and Code of Conduct 
will guide me in my commitment to fulfilling and meeting core 
governance responsibilities. 

Ka manaakitia koe e te Atua

WILSON (Wirihana) Tanith

‘Let’s make something happen’

We must future proof our iwi by investing 
into endeavours that strengthen our 
Tāmanuhiritanga by making sound and robust 
decisions that demonstrate due diligence, 
empower our people as a collective and 
cultivate an entrepreneurial spirit within our 
community. 

I’m committed to good governance and bring the following to 
the table:

• Second year Business Bachelors student, transferring to 
study law, political science and public policy.

• Younited Tairawhiti Vice President (EIT Student association).

• Marae Trustee and elected Hapu representative for Ngai 
Tawehi.

• Pakowhai No.2 incorporated blocks committee member.

• Former NZ First Party extra-parliamentary-executive-
assistant-and-campaign-manager.

• Willing to collaborate with likeminded people that share 
the same vision to make Ngai Tāmanuhiri strong and self-
sufficient.

The future of our tribe is in your hands, real change begins 
within ourselves and it begins with you, let’s do this together, if 
you’ve had enough ‘let’s make something happen’.
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